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1892–1913
THE BEGINNING
OF A SUCCESS STORY
Foundation of the company
Society’s interest in religious literature was growing towards the end of the
19th century. 33-year-old Alwin Klein recognised the potential of this trend
at an early stage. On September 1st 1892, he founded “Papierfabrik und
Prägeanstalt Bischof & Klein” together with his brother-in-law Hermann
Bischof in Lengerich, Westphalia. The book and art publishing house’s
portfolio consisted of postcards with religious motifs, Sunday school
booklets, and Christian treatise and devotional literature. Pyrography was
adopted as an additional product line.
SET TO GROW
Production was initially carried out in the barn belonging to goldsmith
Heinrich Hölscher in Lengerich, Westphalia. The core element of production was an embossing press that was purchased cheaply. This enabled the
two young entrepreneurs to manufacture their artistically printed and embossed products semi-automatically. Lengerich’s favourable traffic links –
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the railway connection had been established since 1871 – quickly proved to
be a major advantage of the location. Thanks to numerous journeys, Alwin
Klein successfully intensified his sales activities in Germany and abroad.
His extensive market and customer orientation was the driving force behind
continuous expansion: the workforce had already grown to 20 staff in 1896.
EXPANSION MEANS CHANGE
Hölscher’s barn quickly became too small. Renting further production facilities in and around Lengerich and assigning work to home-workers posed a
temporary solution to the problem of space. The construction of a separate
production plant became necessary to cope with long-term growth. This
entered operation in 1900. The new address was Schulstraße in Lengerich.
Fundamental changes followed: on August 7th 1905, Hermann Bischof terminated his co-ownership, and the company was renamed “Bischof & Klein
GmbH Buch- und Kunstverlag”. Hermann Hölscher and Wilhelm Determann
participated as new shareholders and capital backers. With sales activities
since having been expanded to Europe and America, the family’s second
generation, in the form of Alwin Klein’s sons Ernst and Hans, joined the
company’s management in 1909 and 1912 respectively.

The Klein family in 1913: Hans Klein, Werner Klein, Hedwig Schärf,

September 1st 1892
Foundation of “Papierfabrik und Prägeanstalt Bischof & Klein”
by Alwin Klein and Hermann Bischof in Lengerich, Westphalia.

1896

1900

Further production facilities were rented
and work was assigned to home-workers.
The workforce already numbered 20 staff in 1896.

Inauguration of the company’s own production
plant in 1900 in Lengerich, Westphalia – just eight
years after the company was founded.

FAMILY
Alwin Klein
The successful businessman
was born on October 8th 1859
in Wiesau. Before founding the
company in September 1892, he
had enjoyed considerable success as the managing director
of the book binding workshop
in Bethel. During this period, his
fundamental Christian-socialist
attitude and his love of the printed word developed. Alwin Klein
retired in 1924 and died on May
19 th 1936 at the age of 76.

Hermann Bischof
Co-founder of the company and
Alwin Klein’s brother-in-law.
After almost 13 years, he terminated his co-ownership of
“Papierfabrik und Prägeanstalt
Bischof & Klein” in August 1905.
His name nevertheless remains
part of the company’s name
today.

née Klein, Magdalene Klein, Martha Aschebrock, née Klein, Alwin Klein, Ernst Klein (from left to right).

1905

1909

Hermann Hölscher and
Wilhelm Determann replaced
the departing Hermann Bischof
as shareholders.

Ernst Klein joined the
company’s management.

1912
Hans Klein joined the
company’s management.

FAMILY
Ernst Klein
The elder son of the company’s
founder was born on May 6th
1890. The gifted inventor and
“tinkerer” joined the familyowned company in 1909 after an
apprenticeship as a book binder.
From 1922 onwards, he was the
pioneer of innumerable machine
and packaging concepts. Ernst
Klein died on April 8th 1963 at the
age of 72.

Hans Klein
Born on September 8th 1891,
Hans joined his elder brother at
the company three years later,
having first completed an apprenticeship at the well-known
Leipzig publishing house Hermann Brockhaus. At the beginning of the 1920s, he took over
the management of the book
and art publishing business.
Hans Klein died on December
18th 1962 at the age of 71.

Heavy duty stepped bottom paper sack tuber for paper sack production, constructed in 1928.

August 1919
A catastrophic fire destroyed
the factory building, which had only been
completed in 1900 in Lengerich.

July 28th 1914
Outbreak of war. The First World War was conducted from 1914 to 1918 in Europe, the Middle
East, Africa, East Asia and on the oceans.

June 1920
Relocation to the new building
in Lengerich took place in June 1920.

1914–1928
CHANGING TIMES
Start of paper sack manufacturing
Following the success of its inaugural years, the young company suffered
its first setback in 1914: the First World War broke out. The war years were
marked by state control of the economy, a lack of raw materials and the
loss of sales markets. Despite significant downturns in sales, the company
survived this crisis, and experienced an optimistic period of reconstruction
following the end of the war in 1918. A further catastrophe followed in August
1919: the factory building, which had only been built in 1900, was destroyed
by arson. The application to construct a three-storey production building to
resume production in Lengerich, Westphalia, was submitted in September;
the company relocated to this building in the June of the following year.
RECOGNISING AND SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES
The unstable political situation also caused demand for the company’s
previous products to decline rapidly. The family-owned company recognised the domestic cement and lime industry’s extensive interest in paper
sacks at the beginning of the 1920s, since the jute sacks used up to that
point in time were no longer able to meet the requirements. The new paper
sack production division was quickly expanded on the basis of this trend.
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Thanks to growing demand, 60 employees were already involved in sack
production in 1924. The company’s core business remained the book and
art publishing house.
THE MECHANICAL REVOLUTION
In 1928, the company revolutionised industrial paper sack and bag production with the introduction of the “heavy duty stepped bottom paper
sack tuber”, since this construction rendered the manual labour that had
prevailed until then superfluous to some extent. The main driving force
behind this significant innovation was Ernst Klein. Based on an idea by
inventor Xaver Dambacher, he developed and built the machine in cooperation with the Windmöller & Hölscher (W&H) machine factory in Lengerich.
Oriented towards the principle of the “stepped bottom sack” designed by
Ernst Klein, it became the precursor of numerous machine and packaging
concepts.

February 23rd 1923
Foundation of “Papierindustrie GmbH”. In addition
to Alwin Klein, sons Ernst, Hans and Werner were
co-owners of the new paper sack factory.

1923

January 1st 1925

December 7th 1927

The production of religious and
traditional art and printed products
was discontinued.

The parent company Bischof & Klein
was transformed into an unlimited
company (OHG).

Ernst Klein received the patent
for his principle of the “stepped
bottom sack” (Imperial patent
No. 546 210).

April 1st 1922

1924

On April 1st 1922, Werner Klein took over
the new paper sack production division
as an equal-ranking managing director.

Alwin Klein retired in 1924. Hans Klein took over the management
of the publishing business. The production and marketing of good
books for adolescents were promoted.

1929–1945
DIFFICULT TIMES
NECESSITATE NEW APPROACHES
Market adaptation ensures survival
The start of the global economic crisis in 1929 presented the company
with enormous challenges. The slump in demand led to a sharp drop in
sales which was only overcome through extensive solidarity between
the workforce, shareholders and company management. The foundation
of the daily newspaper “Tecklenburger Landbote” in 1929 proved to be
an important extension of the book and art publishing house’s printing
department operations.
MARKET ADAPTATION THROUGH ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
The economy was ramped-up again through state intervention, as a result
of which Bischof & Klein benefited from rising demand for paper sacks in
the cement and steel industries. The company invested in new machines,
and included the valve bottom sack in its production portfolio. New approaches: new lines of business were additionally explored with a mushroom cultivation company and the production of “agitation-type washing
8

machines”. Washing machine production (Manecke patent) was soon
discontinued again. “Westfälische Edelpilz-Großkulturen Gebrüder Klein”
remained in operation until 1961. The art publishing house’s products also
took a positive turn and were modernised.
SECOND WORLD WAR – BORNE OUT OF NECESSITY
Right from the start of the Second World War, the company was forced to
meet increased requirements. The drafting of 54 specialist workers into
the German army was compensated by state-assigned forced labourers
and prisoners of war. The increasing number of air raids necessitated the
outsourcing of several tubing machines, and publishing house and book
production came to a complete standstill. Due to high demand for cement
sacks, production was running at almost full capacity until the end of the
war with state-controlled raw material supplies. Further machines for producing paper sacks were purchased in 1943 / 1944.

Employee loading cement sacks.

October 25th 1929
The global economic crisis started
with what was termed “Black Friday”,
and reached its peak in 1932.

1929
Foundation of the daily newspaper
“Tecklenburger Landbote”.

December 21st 1935
Alwin Klein decided to transfer the previous business to
Bischof & Klein Offene Handelsges. (unlimited company).
Alwin and his sons each held 1/4 of the equity capital.

February 1932
Height of the economic crisis. In Germany,
12 million people were in employment while
6 million were unemployed.

May 19th 1936
Company founder Alwin Klein
died at the age of 76.

FAMILY
Werner Klein
Alwin Klein’s youngest son was
born on December 10 th 1899. Before joining the company in 1922,
he completed a period of voluntary work at a paper wholesaler
in Berlin. Werner Klein recognised the market opportunities
offered by the packaging industry; from the mid-1940s onwards, the visionary dedicated
himself to consumer packaging
with high advertising effectiveness. Werner Klein died on September 21st 1972 at the age of 72.

September 1st 1939

May 8th 1945

Start of the
Second World War.

End of the
Second World War.

1938
New mushroom cultivation business
line with “Westfälische EdelpilzGroßkulturen Gebrüder Klein”.

1943 / 1944

July 1945

Further machines for producing
paper sacks were purchased.

Production was resumed
with the remaining 190 employees.

The first production plant at the new location in Konzell.

January 1st 1948

February 20th 1949

May 23rd 1949

1950

Bischof & Klein OHG was transformed into a limited
partnership. The shareholders were Ernst,
Hans and Werner Klein. Further limited partners included
children Günther, Hanns and subsequently Rotraut.

Bischof & Klein
Handelsges. für Papier
und Verpackung mbH
was founded.

The Federal Republic
of Germany was
founded.

B&K produced
32 million
paper sacks.

1946
Reconstruction following the war;
paper sack production was resumed.

January 30th 1948
The book and art publishing house was transferred
from Papierindustrie Bischof & Klein to a separate
limited company.

1952
Several 6-colour flexographic printing
presses enabled the production of
attractive, small-sized packaging for
consumer goods.

1951
Helmut Wilhelm Günther
became managing director.

1951
The book and art publishing
house was renamed Kleins
Druck- und Verlagsanstalt (KDV).

1946–1960
FAMILY
Günther Klein
Company founder Alwin Klein’s
grandson was born on May 17th
1922. After training as a bookseller, he joined the company in
1945 after the Second World War.
Following two periods of voluntary work in a paper factory and
a shipping company, he helped
his father Ernst Klein to establish and manage the company’s
small-sized packaging division
from the mid-1950s onwards.
Following Ernst Klein’s death in
1963, Günther Klein succeeded
him as managing partner. He
died on June 17th 1976 at the age
of just 54.

HEADING FOR NEW SHORES
New markets and
a new location arise
Following the collapse of the NS regime, the reconstruction phase began
for the country, and therefore also for B&K. From July / August 1945, production was resumed with the remaining 190 employees. B&K once again
adapted itself to requirements, and began manufacturing greaseproof paper and saucepans, etc. Paper sack manufacturing was recommenced in
1946. Customers primarily included the cement industry, but also increasingly the fertiliser, gas black and soda / salt industries.
THE PACKAGING MARKET WAS REVOLUTIONISED
At the same time, the company was restructured to prepare it for the future: on January 1st 1948, Bischof & Klein OHG was transformed into a limited partnership; the very same month, the book and art publishing house
was transferred from Papierindustrie Bischof & Klein to a separate limited
company. From 1950 onwards, Werner Klein again dedicated himself to his
idea of small-sized packaging, thus laying the foundation for the production

Helmut Wilhelm Günther
Werner Klein’s son-in-law was
born on June 15th 1922. He was
the company’s managing director from 1951 to 1986. Amongst
other events, his period at the
head of the company saw the
foundation of B&K Konzell in
1959 and the start of plastic processing in 1963. He subsequently
switched to the Group’s advisory
board. His outstanding business
achievements led to his being
awarded the German Federal
Cross of Merit. The community
of Konzell made him an honorary
citizen in 1999. Helmut Wilhelm
Günther died on March 30th 2006
at the age of 83.

of flexible packaging printed to achieve effective advertising. From 1952,
6-colour flexographic printing presses not only enabled new colours and
formats that revolutionised the packaging market, but also noticeably increased the printing quality. The paper sack was constantly further developed as a packaging material for industry. Managed by Ernst Klein with the
support of his son Günther, the company’s development performance and
outstanding links to industry helped it to acquire an excellent reputation.
NEW LOCATION AS A STEP INTO THE FUTURE
In 1953, Bischof & Klein was already one of the leading manufacturers
of small-sized packaging in Germany. Larger production facilities were
opened up. Due to the increased need for qualified workers, the company
planned to establish a subsidiary plant outside of Lengerich. Following
an exhaustive site analysis, Konzell in the Bavarian Forest was selected
because this location met all of the required framework conditions. The
manual conversion of photographic pouches began in October 1959 in a
former dance hall.

1953

October 1959

The small-sized packaging branch constantly
necessitated machine innovations. Gravure
printing finally became established at B&K.

The new production plant,
B&K Konzell, entered operation
in the Bavarian Forest.

1953
The sack department (358 employees) moved
into Oppermann’s halls. Purchased in 1949,
the small-sized packaging department was
already located here.

1954
B&K produced
40 million paper sacks.
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1961–1967
THE SUCCESS STORY
CONTINUES
Vision of plastic packaging
As one of the paper sack industry’s market leaders, Bischof & Klein
worked intensively on product improvements to offer protection against
moisture and to improve optical appearance, feel and hygiene. During a
trip to the USA in 1962, H. W. Günther came across the combination sack
“CF (Contamination free)” that used a new type of material, PE (polyethylene), to insert a plastic barrier layer into the paper sack structure, and
purchased a licence for Bischof & Klein.
PIONEERING WORK IN PLASTIC PROCESSING
Although the “Combisack CF” proved successful in replacing the paper
sack with a layer of bitumen, the primary objective remained the production of a self-supporting PE sack. The implementation of this goal commenced in 1962 with the initially manual conversion of “KASAC” flat and
block bottom valve sacks as well as plastic carrier bags. The breakthrough
then followed in 1963: commissioning of the first extruder in July heralded
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the start of plastic processing, thus kicking off one of the most intensive
periods of growth in the company’s history. At the “Interpack 1963” international specialist trade fair for packaging, B+K presented plastic sacks
and carrier bags to a broad audience for the first time, for which it received
great recognition.
A SEPARATE DEPARTMENT ARISES
During the first few years, demand for plastic packaging for industry was so
high that the portfolio was soon extended by peat sacks and plastic films
for diverse requirements and market segments. In the mid 1960s, a new
production facility was built in Lengerich. In 1966, the new “Plastic” department boasted 6 extruders for manufacturing PE films as well as various
printing presses and conversion lines. In the form of the glued cross bottom valve sack, a successor product for the “KASAC”, which was then also
being produced automatically, was launched onto the market in 1967. This
new development not only won B+K a prize in the 1967 “German Packaging Competition”, but also went on to become one of the most successful
products in the portfolio in subsequent years.

1961

1962

1962

April 8th 1963

First new
production facility
in Konzell.

Hanns Alwin Klein
joined Kleins Druck- und
Verlagsanstalt KDV.

H. W. Günther drew up
an initial concept
for manufacturing
plastic packaging.

Ernst Klein died at the age
of 72 – he was succeeded
as managing partner by his son
Günther Klein.

1963
The notation of the
company’s name was
changed from Bischof & Klein
to Bischof + Klein.

1961

December 18th 1962

July 1963

First offset
printing press
for KDV.

Hans Klein died at the age of 71 – his son Hanns Alwin Klein
succeeded him in the company’s management, where he
was responsible for the printing department.

Commissioning of the first extruder
in Lengerich and official start
of plastic processing.

FAMILY
Hanns Alwin Klein
Hans Klein’s son was born on
January 19 th 1926, and succeeded his father in the Kleins Druckund Verlagsanstalt GmbH management in 1962. From 1967
onwards, he focussed primarily
on the forward-looking reorganisation of the subsidiary company KDV. Hanns Klein managed
the publishing house until 1986.
As a shareholder, he was subsequently a member of the B+KGROUP’s advisory board until
2007. He was committed with
particular passion to developing and securing the company’s
headquarters in Lengerich. He
died on March 24th 2015 at the
age of 89.

Extruder tower in 1966 in Lengerich for extended plastic processing.

1964

1966

The “KASAC” sealed plastic sack
was switched from manual production
to automatic manufacturing.

The new B+K Plastic department
was established.

1965
Hanns Klein promoted the modernisation of the book and
art publishing house. The switch from lead composition to
photosetting and from rotary letterpress printing to the sheet-fed
offset printing process took place up to the end of the 1960s.

1966
A new production facility
with 6 extruders was built
in Lengerich.

Conversion line for flat and side gusseted sacks, 1967.

October 24th 1969
Commissioning of the first extrusion line in Konzell. Carrier bags were first
produced in Konzell from 1969, followed by flat sacks and cross bottom
valve sacks as well as shrink films and films for automatic filling machines.

1969
Foundation of WERRA PLASTIC in Philippsthal for the production
of plastic films and packaging together with Salzdetfurth AG
(withdrawal as co-shareholder in 1984). Until its sale in 2001,
B+K managed the company as its majority shareholder.

1968
In Tecklenburg, B+K rented an additional production building. For a number
of years, the plant was the leader in the production of special plastic sacks.
In the 90s, the production facility was integrated into B+K Lengerich.

1972
Peak in 1972.
730 million plastic carrier bags
were produced.

May 15th 1972
The entire paper sack production facility
was destroyed due to a catastrophic fire
in Lengerich.

1968–1977
ON COURSE FOR SUCCESS IN EUROPE
Expansion and location development
The success achieved with plastic products necessitated the expansion of capacities. The production
of plastic sacks was started in 1968 in Tecklenburg, a town located close to Lengerich. Based on the
example set by Lengerich, the systematic establishment of plastic packaging production was also
commenced in Konzell. Following the commissioning of the extrusion facility on October 24th 1969,
the already extensive production portfolio was extended by the production of flat sacks, cross bottom
valve sacks, shrink films and films for automatic filling machines, enabling new markets to be accessed.
In 1969, WERRA PLASTIC was founded in Philippsthal together with Salzdetfurth AG. The manufacture
of plastic products began there in 1971. Following the relocation of block bottom valve sack manufacturing to Konzell, WERRA PLASTIC continuously developed a broad range of shrink film, lining membrane and agricultural film products.
CRISIS MANAGEMENT
At the beginning of the 70s, the company was put to the test by the occurrence of a series of crises. On
May 15th 1972, the entire paper sack production facility was destroyed by a major fire. Thanks to the collegial help provided by the paper sack industry and the machine manufacturer in the neighbourhood,
however, the company succeeded in meeting its delivery obligations in an adequate manner. Mid-1973
saw the commissioning of the new production facility with what was then the most modern machinery
for manufacturing paper sacks in Europe. The Middle Eastern conflict that arose the following year led
to a global oil crisis which affected B+K due to a shortage of raw materials and a decline in demand for
plastic carrier bags. The lack of specialist workers also caused difficulties, although this was compensated by the recruitment of 22 Turkish employees (so-called “migrant workers”) in 1974.
PLASTIC PACKAGING ON EXPANSION COURSE
After overcoming these periods of crisis, the company experienced an upswing from 1974 onwards.
Medium-sized companies were able to engage in business across Europe thanks to the removal of
customs and trade barriers. Bischof + Klein also exploited the opportunities offered by the European
Economic Area. Under the leadership of Helmut Wilhelm Günther, an efficient European sales organisation was established, starting with sales offices in the Netherlands, Belgium and France. In 1976,
the acquisition of a stake in the Manusac paper sack factory in Vilvoorde, Belgium, gave B+K its first
production plant abroad.

September 21st 1972

1974

1976

Werner Klein died at the age of 72.
He was succeeded as managing
director by H. W. Günther.

Initial sales offices were set up
in the Netherlands, Belgium
and France.

The acquisition of a stake in the Manusac
paper sack factory in Vilvoorde, Belgium,
gave B+K its first production plant abroad.

1973
Commissioning of the new paper
sack production facility, the most
modern in Europe at that time.

October 17th 1973
The Middle East conflict led to a
global oil crisis resulting in supply
problems for PE granules.

June 17th 1976
Günther Klein died
at the age of 54.
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1978–1984
INNOVATION IN RESPONSE
TO CHANGED REQUIREMENTS
Consumer packaging as growth driver –
technical films round off the product
portfolio
In 1978, the successful course embarked on by plastic processing necessitated the construction of a new production facility in Lengerich. The latest
extrusion lamination, adhesive lamination and coating lines then enabled
B+K to join diverse materials to one another and coat them.
INNOVATIVE PRODUCT AREAS ARISE
1980 saw the launch of two new and innovative product areas at once.
Firstly, B+K began manufacturing technical films, specifically surface protection films. This area encompassed newly developed adhesive films that
are still firmly anchored in B+K’s product portfolio today and are continuously being further developed. The new, modern production lines also
enabled completely new market segments to be accessed in terms of
16

consumer packaging. The development of vacuum packaging for the coffee industry is just one example of this. In 1983, paper-based small-sized
packaging and plastic packaging were brought together in the “Consumer
Packaging” division. The organisational prerequisites for this division’s
rapid expansion were established. B+K responded to demand for larger
transport units for optimising logistical processes by manufacturing flexible containers for bulk goods, called FIBCs, with a volume of up to two
cubic metres. In 1993, production of these was bundled at SOLEM in Luxembourg. This business line was sold in 2007.
LEAP ACROSS THE CHANNEL
B+K was also supplying the British and Irish markets with plastic valve
sacks, shrink films, silage films and carrier bags. Following the foundation
of B+K (UK) Ltd. in England in 1978, production in a newly constructed
plant was commenced in November 1981. This was one of B+K’s first production plants outside of the European mainland.

1980
Start of surface protection film
manufacturing / new “technical films”
product range.

Mid-1978
Completion of a new production facility
in Lengerich for manufacturing plastic
consumer packaging and technical films.

1980
B+K started
manufacturing FIBCs.

Small-sized packaging is trendy.

1983

June 18th 1984

Packaging made of diverse materials
(paper, plastic, laminates) was bundled in the
“Consumer Packaging” division.

Swedish paper manufacturer Stora
Billerud became a co-shareholder,
acquiring a 25 % stake.

November 1981
Start of construction of the B+K (UK) Ltd. production plant.
The company was initially operated as a joint venture with BPB
(British Plaster Board); in 2001, B+K acquired all of the shares.

1984
Construction of
a central training
centre in Lengerich.

November 1984
B+K Konzell celebrated
its 25th anniversary.

FAMILY
Klaus Günther
Helmut Wilhelm Günther’s son,
Klaus Günther, was born on June
10th 1948. After completing a business management degree, he
joined the company as managing
director in 1983, and undertook
pioneering work in the industry
by initiating and driving forwards
the B+K-GROUP’s sustainability course. He has been a shareholder since 2003 and has been
actively structuring company policy as a member of the advisory /
supervisory board since 2007.

Air scrubbing system for minimising solvent emissions in 1987.

January 1985
Active environmental protection was included
in B+K’s corporate policy. The “We are
environmentally active” ecological concept was
developed and implemented the same year.

1986
A modern high-bay warehouse
entered operation to optimise
logistical processes in Lengerich.

1985–1989
SUSTAINABILITY PIONEER
Environmental protection trend at an early stage
In the mid-80s, a topic that is still firmly anchored in the company’s guidelines first materialised on
Bischof + Klein’s agenda: sustainability. Not only was the decision therefore taken to include environmental protection as a fixed element of the company’s policy in 1985; in addition, the forward-looking
ecological concept “We are environmentally active” was also developed. B+K assumed a pioneering
role within the packaging industry, a development that paid dividends: in 1987, B+K’s particular commitment to environmental protection, its targeted public relations work and environmentally friendly
production processes led to the company’s being awarded the title of “European Environmental
Year Partner”.
NEW PLASTIC PRODUCTS ON THE INCREASE
At the same time, the Consumer Packaging division’s extensive business growth necessitated the
construction of a new high-bay warehouse in Lengerich to guarantee the availability of finished products at short notice. The new building was aimed at the latest logistical concepts and was completed
in 1986.
At the time of B+K plastic processing’s 25th anniversary in 1986, plastic products accounted for
approximately 70 % of the company’s total sales. During the anniversary year, former paper packaging specialist Bischof + Klein processed 85,000 t of PE granules. Both Werner Klein’s idea
of small-sized packaging and the undreamed-of opportunities described by H. W. Günther in the
“new world of plastics” can therefore be regarded as pioneering in terms of this trend. The sharp
increase in plastic processing and the rapid expansion of capacities also necessitated new measures for environmental protection.
RESPONSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
A new disposal concept for solvent-emitting production plants was adopted in 1988, and an order
for the construction of an air scrubbing and disposal system in Lengerich to minimise solvent emissions was awarded. The first stage of the system complex, which was subsidised by the Federal
Minister of the Environment and funded by the company to the tune of 18 million deutschmarks
(9.2 million euros), entered operation in 1990 and ensured that values significantly below the legal
standards were achieved. Environmental responsibility remains more than mere lip service at B+K.

1987
B+K published its first annual
environmental statement.

1987

November 9th 1989

B+K was named “European
Environmental Year Partner”.

1987/1988
The first production plant in the USA
entered operation, but
was shut down again in 1990.

The fall of the Berlin Wall
led to Germany’s reunification.
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1990–2001
WORLDWIDE GROWTH
100th anniversary of B+K – change and
growth remain the constants
The fall of the Berlin Wall heralded in a new era for Germany. Growth and change also remained the
constants at Bischof + Klein. In October 1990, B+K became one of the first companies in Germany to
take new approaches in optimising quality management by obtaining quality certification according
to DIN ISO 9002. Two years later, on the occasion of its 100th anniversary, the company was able to
look back at its successful development as a family-owned company.
CHANGE WITH A VIEW TO THE FUTURE
Expansion in Europe continued: with the foundation and establishment of Trebsen Verpackung
GmbH, B+K contributed to the reconstruction of the New Federal States. In July 1992, what was
then the most modern paper sack production plant in Europe entered operation with 150 employees
within the joint venture company (50 % stake held by the Frantschach Group). Trebsen Verpackung
and other of B+K’s and Frantschach’s paper sack activities were subsequently bundled in a joint
company and operated in unison until 1999.
In 1993, Bischof + Klein purchased a 50 % stake in Solem S. A. in Luxembourg, concentrating the
20

production of FIBCs at this location (100 % stake from 1999 onwards), and also in NAPIAG Kunststoffverarbeitung in Austria, obtaining access to the production of extruded multi-ply barrier films and
the respective market. The following year, Logistik Service Lengerich (LSL) was founded together
with the internationally operating logistics company Fiege. At the end of the 1990s and beginning
of the new millennium, B+K continued to concentrate on Europe. In 1999, the company acquired a
majority holding (75 %) in Hueco Pack S. A. in Spain; the very same year, B+K Polska Sp. z. o. o. was
founded and the construction of a production plant was commenced. B+K kicked off the new millennium with three new company plants: B+K Belgium N. V. / S. A. concentrated the production of FFS
(form, fill and seal) packaging that replaced paper solutions for the local petrochemicals industry.
B+K Middle East Company was launched as a joint venture project (B+K’s stake: 30 %) together with
Saudi partners, and produced FFS packaging and stretch hood films for the region’s petrochemicals
industry in a newly constructed factory in Dammam, Saudi Arabia. B+K France S. A. in Pont-Audemer, France, strengthened B+K’s position in plastic industrial sacks in Western Europe by taking over
the French market leader in this product segment. Bischof + Klein had finally made the transition from
a book and art publishing house to a European market leader in flexible plastic packaging. At the end
of the 90’s, Kleins Druck- und Verlagsanstalt GmbH & Co. KG left the B+K-GROUP.

1990
Introduction and certification of a
quality management system
according to DIN EN ISO 9002 (the
company has been certified according
to DIN EN ISO 9001 since 1994).

July 1992

1993

A new paper sack factory covering
50,000 m² was constructed in Trebsen.

B+K purchased a 50 % stake
in Solem S. A. in Luxembourg and
in NAPIAG Kunststoffverarbeitung
in Austria.

1990
Swedish paper manufacturer
Stora Billerud increased its stake
as a co-shareholder to 40 %.

1994
Logistik Service Lengerich
(LSL) was founded.

January 1st 1995
September 1st 1992
B+K celebrated its 100th anniversary.

Transfer of Stora Billerud’s
40 % stake in the company
to Frantschach AG.

B+K Polska in 1999.

January 1st 1999
B+K purchased a 75 % stake
in Hueco Pack S. A. in
Castellar del Vallès / Spain.

1996
Validation of
B+K Lengerich
according to EMAS.

1998
Introduction of a hygiene management
system with hygiene risk analysis.

December 31st 1998
Kleins Druck- und Verlagsanstalt
GmbH & Co. KG left the B+KGROUP.

1999

2000

B+K Konzell was
validated according
to EMAS.

B+K Belgium N.V. / S. A.
and B+K Middle East in
Saudi Arabia were founded.

April 1999
Foundation of B+K
Polska.

December 18th 2000
Foundation of
B+K France SAS.

The modern clean room production facility at B+K.

2002
Several B+K packaging
products were awarded the
German Packaging Prize.

2002

2003

B+K integrated work safety into its
environmental management system.
A compliance management system pertaining to competition law was introduced.

B+K Asia was founded
in Singapore.

2002

July 2004

B+K won the FEDES STAR
with its newly developed
“U-Pack®”.

B+K Konzell obtained
hygiene certification
according to BRC / IoP.

2002–2007
MODERNISATION ACCORDING
TO THE VERY HIGHEST STANDARDS
New importance of the family-owned company
In 2002, its many years of expertise in plastic processing brought B+K several awards: two packaging products won the German Packaging Prize, and the newly created “U-Pack®” won the
FEDES STAR in the laminates category. Justifiably so, as would soon be demonstrated by the new
U-Pack® product’s sales success in the USA as well.
ASSERTION IN NEW MARKETS AND ADAPTATION OF INTERNAL ORGANISATION
In 2003, the company successfully set sail for new markets with the foundation of the B+K Asia
sales company in Singapore. With special solutions, service and quality, B+K was also able to
assert itself against the local competition in the Asian area. Internally, the company continued to
adapt to technical change and increasing cost pressure, and created new organisational solutions –
as evidenced by the replacement of the outdated “company suggestion scheme” by a modern idea
management system that offensively encouraged employees to take part in company change processes. In its corporate processes, Bischof + Klein worked to replace functionally-related with process-related task subdivisions such as supply chain management. Technical progress forged ahead
in production technology: the first 10-colour flexographic printing press in Konzell not only led to an
improvement in printing quality but also offered new options for the design of the packaging.
By venturing into the production of high-purity packaging (subsequent brand name: CleanFlex®) for
the pharmaceutical industry, for instance, the company identified a further market segment in which
it was able to bring its many years of experience and its employees’ expertise to bear. Sales in excess
of 20 million euros have already been generated in this highly specialised segment in 2017.
COMMITMENT TO THE FAMILY-OWNED COMPANY
In 2007, B+K took an important step towards bucking the prevailing trend by buying back its shares
from co-shareholder Mondi. Bischof + Klein was then once again 100 % family-owned. The most important values and attitudes, with regard to environmental protection, for instance, were set down in
the corporate guidelines agreed between the shareholders, management and employees. The basis
for the company’s continued development was established.

2006 /2007
Integration of GMP management for pharmaceutical
packaging into the quality management system.
Integration of food safety management into the quality
management system.

October 2004
A separate clean room facility entered production.
All production processes here take place under
class 5 clean room conditions.

March 30th 2006
H. W. Günther died
at the age of 83.

2007
By buying back the 40 % minority
holding, Bischof + Klein was
once again 100 % family-owned.
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2008–2017
THE FAMILY AS A TRADEMARK
Concentration on strengths
After buying back the 40 % minority holding and stemming the related, huge financial cost, all
efforts were initially aimed towards consolidation and strengthening the company’s financial basis.
Increased importance was given to the sustainability topics.
LIVING SUSTAINABILITY
Whilst Bischof + Klein’s initial sustainability initiatives were focussed first and foremost on environmental protection, the action spectrum was continuously further developed from 2008 onwards.
Sustainability teams were set up in 2009, and in 2010, a sustainability manager was appointed to
promote the existing approaches and develop new focal topics. As headings, ecology, economy and
social aspects are the framework within which the sustainability teams tackle their measures and
projects. Whilst the economic / ecological projects are focussed particularly on measures for reducing the use of resources (e. g. solvents, energy), social aspects deal primarily with people and their
needs, e. g. with projects aimed at improving the work-life balance. In 2011, B+K became the first
company within the industry to publish a sustainability report, including an environmental statement,
according to the GRI standard. In 2014, Bischof + Klein was awarded the German Federal Government’s CSR prize.
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FOCUS ON PRODUCTION
The strategic production focus was realigned with the decision to buy back the shares in the company. In the future, film and laminate solutions were to be at the forefront of the product portfolio. As
a family-owned company, B+K believed it was in a better position to meet the market’s requirements
in this regard. Logically, paper sack production was discontinued after almost 90 years in 2010.
The conversion of paper sacks was replaced by the concerted expansion of clean room production
(CleanFlex®) in Lengerich, with growth rates in excess of 10 % per annum. The Technical Films division continuously increased its production capacities, achieving sales of approximately 80 million
euros in 2016. In addition to classic surface protection films, functional films for the electronics and
solar industries, for instance, are increasingly being developed and produced. The Consumer Packaging division is developing B+K Konzell into one of Europe’s biggest production plants for hygiene
films, and has been equipped with over ten modern 8–10-colour flexographic printing presses and
27 conversion lines since 2017. B+K Polska is asserting Bischof + Klein’s position as the European
market leader in plastic valve sacks, and is also increasingly becoming established as a top company
in the field of stretch hood films. B+K France is supporting B+K’s dominant position in industrial
sacks in Europe, and is successfully defending its position as the market leader in France. Due to
the decline in British industrial production, B+K (UK) is transforming from an industrial packaging
manufacturer to a supplier of films with high-quality printing for the consumer sector.

2009

2010

B+K Konzell celebrated
its 50 th anniversary,
B+K Polska its 10th.

25 years of B+K sustainability
management. Conference with
200 invited guests at the
Gempthalle in Lengerich.

2009
The “sustainability team”
was established.

2010

November 30th 2010

2011

The position of
sustainability
manager
was established.

Paper sack production at B+K
was discontinued.

B+K became the first
company within the
packaging industry to
commit to the BME
Code of Conduct.

May 2010

2011

Sales company
B+K Shanghai Co. Ltd. was founded
as a subsidiary of B+K Asia.

B+K published its first sustainability
report according to the GRI standard
for the 2010 financial year.

FAMILY
Rüdiger Klein
Rüdiger Klein, Günther Klein’s son,
was born on October 5th 1951. The
banker has been one of the B+KGROUP’s shareholders since 1977,
and has been managing the parent
company’s affairs as a managing
director / executive board member
since 1999.

Rainer Könner
Hanns Alwin Klein’s son-in-law
was born on April 25th 1955. The
bank director has been active as a
member of the advisory / supervisory board since 2007, and represents Hanns Alwin Klein’s branch
of the family.

Henrike Klein-Petzold
Henrike Klein-Petzold, Günther
Klein’s second child, was born
on May 1st 1953. She has been a
shareholder since 2001 and a
member of the advisory / supervisory board since 2007.

The fifth generation
The fifth generation of the owner
families is integrated in the company’s activities as shareholders,
and is involved in the continued
development of the B+K-GROUP.
In 2014, B+K received the German Federal Government’s CSR prize in the 400–4,999 employees category.

2014

September 1st 2017

B+K won the German Federal
Government’s “Corporate Social
Responsibility” prize.

March 24th 2015
Hanns Alwin Klein died
at the age of 89.

Bischof + Klein celebrates
its 125th anniversary.

2016
A new sustainability team formulated
the opportunities and challenges that
industry 4.0 offers and raises for B+K.

B+K INTERNATIONAL
Our production facilities + contact data

Bischof + Klein (UK) Ltd.

Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG

Hortonwood 2
GB - Telford Shropshire TF1 7XX
Phone +44 1952 606-848
Fax
+44 1952 606-698
info.uk@bk-international.com
www.bk-international.com

Rahestraße 47
D - 49525 Lengerich
Phone +49 5481 920-0
Fax
+49 5481 920-541
info@bk-international.com
www.bk-international.com

Bischof + Klein France SAS
26

15, rue des Papetiers
P.O. Box 232
F - 27502 Pont-Audemer
Phone +33 2 325679-10
Fax
+33 2 325679-11
info.fr@bk-international.com
www.bk-international.com

Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Industriestr. 1
D - 94357 Konzell
Phone +49 9963 18-0
Fax
+49 9963 18-56
info.konzell@bk-international.com
www.bk-international.com

Bischof + Klein Polska GmbH sp. k.
Ul. Eichendorffa 3
PL - 47-344 Walce
Phone +48 77 4076-310
Fax
+48 77 4076-311
info.pl@bk-international.com
www.bk-international.com

B+K INTERNATIONAL
Agencies
Australia
Starmer Holdings Pty. Ltd.
29 Gilda Street
AU - North Ryde NSW 2113

Italy
Andrea Staltari
Via dei Mille 61
I - 37030 Verona / Lavagno

Belgium / Netherlands /
Luxembourg
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Olmenpad 4
NL - 4921 DN Made

Ivan Ottaviani
Via Villapizzone 43
IT 20156 Milano

China
Bischof + Klein (Shanghai)
Trading Co. Ltd.
Room 3045
3 / F Silver Court
No. 85 Tao Yuan Road
Huangpu District
Shanghai 200021
P.R. China
France
STEP International
Agent de Bischof + Klein
3, rue Edouard Garet
Zone les Communaux
F - 42160 Andrezieux Boutheon
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Bureau de Représentation France
122 rue de la Louvière – App 41
F - 59800 Lille
Greece
Trezos & Associates S. A.
1, Lampsa Str. & Kifissias Ave.
GR - 11524 Athens-Hellas
India
SHAH International
Mr. Kirti Shah
C-308, Bhaveshwar Plaza,
L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar (West)
Mumbai – 400 086 India
Israel
Modchem Ltd. Agencies
Hararit
IL - 20182 Mobile Post Misgav

Croatia / Slovenia / BosniaHerzegovina / Serbia /
Montenegro / Macedonia
SOBRA d.o.o.
Banatska 29
HR - 10040 Zagreb
Mexico & Central America
Commercial agent for
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
La Noche 2440,
Jardines del Bosque
MX - 44520 Guadalajara / Jalisco
Mexico
Netherlands / Belgium
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Munnekeburenstraat 53
NL - 5045 DS Tilburg
Romania / Hungary /
Bulgaria / Moldova
B+K Holding GmbH
Sucursala Sibiu S.R.L.
Florin Marginean
Str. Rahova, nr. 12, ap. 27
RO - 550340 Sibiu
Russian Federation
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
c/o DMAN Representation
Murat Kulmetov
1. Kasachy per. 7
RF - 119017 Moscow
Sweden / Norway / Denmark
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Stefan Tagesson
Hökhult 34 93
S - 28792 Traryd

Singapore
Bischof + Klein Asia Pte. Ltd.
8 Jurong Town Hall Road
#24-05, JTC Summit
Singapore 609434
Spain
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Area Sales Manager Spain /
Portugal
Czech Republic / Slovakian
Republic
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Petr Havelka
vedoucí obchodního zastoupení
Na Líse 23 / 805
CZ - 14100 Praha 4
Turkey
Berkemplast Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd.
Sti., Merve Mah, Akin Cad. No: 37
TR - 81270 Yenidogan Umraniye /
Istanbul
Prosim Kimya Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd.
Sti., Kaleagasi Sk. No. 5 / B
TR - Rumelihisari 34470 – Istanbul
USA
Market Quest
Bill Pearson
728 Corlies Avenue
Allenhurst, New Jersey 07711
The Overby Group Inc.
13807 Village Mill Drive
Suite 201
USA - Midlothian, VA 23114
The Boxboro Group
John D. Mosher
86 Davidson Road
USA - Boxborough, MA 01719
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